
Terrible weather! _____ been raining for hours! My cat hasn’t left 
_____sofa all day.

It took them some time to find ________ seats.. But the theatre was 
great and they want to go _______ again.

Please be ___________. I can’t hear anything. And I’m still not 
_________ clear about the process.

The ________ of Man is to the west from GB. 

The bride and groom were walking down the ______

Travelling by ________ is fast and saves a lot of time

The great Siberian _________ is covered with forests



Autumn _______________ is always cold and unpleasant

The ______________ of Queen Victoria was the longest  in 
British History

I love stories about the ___________________ of Round 
Table!

The _______________ are getting longer, winter is coming.

I need a new ______________ of shoes

I _______________ tree under my window started to blossom

Read this fantastic ___________ about the adventures and 
dragons

He was standing at the _____________ of the queue.



Unit 1 
Phrasal

pick

on
at

out

up



Fast, Quick, Rapid

1. Fast

able to move at high speed – about 
transport. 

Fast train

To move and do things quickly (people 
and animals)

Fast learner



Fast, Quick, Rapid

2. Quick

able to move and do things quickly 
(people and animals)

Quick learner

happening in a short time

Quick tour
Quick answer
Quick glance



Fast, Quick, Rapid

3. Rapid

happening more quickly than usual 
(before nouns)

Rapid progress
Rapid growth
Rapid change



Historic / Historical

Old, interesting, important 
in history

Connected with history or 
past

A historic place
A historic speech

A historical figure
A historical film

BUT: History Teacher, History Lesson, History Museum, 



Strange plurals

Phenomenon - Phenomena

Datum - Data

Stratum- Strata

Criterion - Criteria

Analysis - Analyses



Antenna - Antennae

Cactus - Cacti

Formula - Formulae

Medium - Media

Appendix - Appendices




